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The four test ban treaties:

LTBT = Limited Test Ban Treaty (1963)

also known as the Partial Test Ban Treaty  or
the Atmospheric Test Ban Treaty

trilateral (USA, USSR, UK; became multilateral)

prohibits nuclear weapons tests “or any other
nuclear explosion” in the atmosphere, in outer
space, and under water.

Allowed underground nuclear testing (> 1500
since 1963 – promoted monitoring capability).



TTBT = Threshold Test Ban Treaty  (1974)

bilateral (USA, USSR)

banned underground nuclear weapons tests of
yield greater than 150 kilotons after March 1976

not ratified until 1990 (!) after an extensive series
of battles over technical issues (yield estimation)



PNET = Peaceful Nuclear Explosions Treaty

bilateral (USA, USSR)

in effect banned underground nuclear explosions
done for non-military purposes above 150 kt

(building underground cavities,
putting out oil-well fires
seismic sources for geophysical surveys
making transuranic elements
construction of dams, canals...)



NPT = Non-Proliferation Treaty (1970)

the most important nuclear arms control treaty

multilateral
international monitoring provided by the IAEA

bans transfer of nuclear weapons technology
between non-nuclear and nuclear weapon states

had a section (Article V) stating that:
“potential benefits from any peaceful applications of nuclear
explosions will be made available to non-nuclear-weapon States
Party to the Treaty on a nondiscriminatory basis and ... the charge to
such Parties for the explosive devices used will be as low as possible
and exclude any charge for research and development” 



Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities of
States in the Exploration and Use of Outer
Space, including the Moon and Other Celestial
Bodies

[negotiated and in effect, 1967]

includes:
Article IV
States Parties to the Treaty undertake not to place in orbit around the
Earth any objects carrying nuclear weapons or any other kinds of
weapons of mass destruction, install such weapons on celestial bodies, or
station such weapons in outer space in any other manner.

like the LTBT: not associated with formal methods of verification



But these are all now largely
superceded by the...



CTBT =
 Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty

negotiated from 1958 to 1996,   though this
treaty has still not entered into force (why not?),
so in effect we have a nuclear testing moratorium
at least by the recognized nuclear weapons states

Has the most extensively-developed verification
procedures of any modern nuclear arms control
treaty (six global networks, big budget...)

(on-site verification provisions, similar in some
respects to the Chemical Weapons Convention)



  Contributions of key technologies to CTBT monitoring of different test environments

Key
Technologies

Underground Underwater Atmosphere Near Space

Seismic* major major secondary none

Radionuclide* major major major none

Hydroacoustic* secondary major secondary none

Infrasound* secondary secondary major none

Electromagnetic secondary secondary major major

Satellite Imagery major major secondary secondary

* technologies used by the International Monitoring System (Vienna)

Environment
of test



Six different steps in nuclear explosion monitoring:
Detection  

(did a particular station detect a useful signal?)
  Association  

  (can we gather all the different signals from the same “event”?)
    Location  

    (where was it?)
      Identification 

      (was it an earthquake, a mining blast, a nuclear weapon test?)
        Attribution  

         (if it was a nuclear test, what country carried it out?)
          Yield estimation  

            (how big was it?)



The CTBT will in practice be monitored by:

• the international CTBT Organization in Vienna, Austria;

• National Technical Means, which for the United States includes
the Atomic Energy Detection System (AEDS) operated by the
Air Force Technical Applications Center (AFTAC); and

• the loosely organized efforts of numerous institutions, acquiring
and processing data originally recorded for purposes other than
treaty monitoring

Hundreds of institutions continuously operate thousands of
seismometers.
Seismically active regions of North America, Europe, Asia, North
and South Africa, and the Middle East are now routinely monitored
down to low magnitudes in order to evaluate earthquake hazards.  



North Korean Nuclear Test Site & Seismographic Stations in the Region
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Projects planned under the CVT, at Lamont

( )
include:

• explain the basis for a classical discriminant
(mb – Ms), and why it works so well

• explain why it nearly failed for the 3 nuclear
tests by North Korea (2006, 2009, 2013)
[but note that other methods worked well]



• improve estimates of the depth of a seismic
source (whether earthquake or explosion)

• produce a “Glasstone and Dolan” type of
review of the technical aspects of nuclear
explosion monitoring – for various audiences

[hundreds of “grey literature” papers]
[“various audiences” – not just undergrads

and grad students ...]




